PayConcierge

®

Integrated Voice Response

hosted & PCI compliant ivr system
automates the processing of credit
card payments over the phone

secure payments

Simple to use

more options

quick access

PayConcierge IVR is a fully hosted, multi-lingual
IVR solution providing municipalities with near
real-time balance and payment information. Our
hosted IVR system features powerful back-end
technology and data integration along with Caller First design and Analytics. PayConcierge IVR
provides simple, intelligent, personalized communications for a variety of departments including utilities, tax and many more.
Built with our powerful cloud-based platform,
the application can be up-and-running in just a
few weeks. Plus, it is fully equipped to scale with
your changing agency and customer needs. From
unlimited inbound lines (never a busy signal!) to
detailed analytics, our IVR solution incorporates
all the features a municipality expects.
With our hosted IVR system you only pay for the
actual services you need.

Enhance the customer experience
and reduce costs with intelligent
voice automation and innovative
contact center solutions.

Our fully hosted solution requires no investment
in hardware, software, upgrades or additional resources, helping you realize an immediate return
on investment. simple, intelligent and personalized communications for municipalities.

key benefits for merchants
zz Powerful analytics for business
intelligence
zz Support for multiple languages
zz Out-bound calling for payment
reminders or alert
zz Support for transferring caller to local
CSRs

secure payments
We remove the handling of cardholder data. Significantly
reduces your exposure while protecting customer data.

with high volume in or outbound
calling our solution has all the
features of a world-class IVR

the caller experience
The key to a successful business is successful
and happy customers. We don’t just provide
great technology; we also provide a great user
experience. This benefits our clients and their
customers. We design a solution with callers
in mind. We automate what makes sense to
automate to get your customers on and off the
phone as quickly as possible, with a good customer experience. Also, by integrating your IVR solution with your internal data we provide a more
personalized service to your customers.

The PayConcierge IVR platform is HIPAA, PCI
Level 1, and SSAE 16 Type II compliant and supports a wide array of capabilities.

zz In-bound calls for balance inquiry and
payments
zz Payment by credit, debit, and pre-paid
card
zz Unlimited in-bound volume
zz Near-time balance and payment
information

speed and agility

full integration

Our modular solution enables us to quickly
create a custom, targeted product without the
time, expense and risk of a product built from
scratch.

Our unique service-based architecture allows
the application to run on various platforms and
be accessed across networks, enabling the solution to be deployed in any environment. The system provides import/export capability with AR
& ERP systems, lockbox services and customer
relationship management (CRM) systems.
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